
Duluth’s New Intermodal Service Connects to the World 

With 2017 came the opening of the first rail-served intermodal container ramp in Duluth-Superior—a partnership 

between CN and Duluth Cargo Connect. Situated on Duluth’s Clure Terminal, CN’s new ramp instantly connects the 

region to containerized imports and exports via its rail network that spans the continent, providing direct service to 

East, West and Gulf Coast ports.   

The market region for the Duluth Intermodal Ramp is Minnesota 

from the northern Twin Cities suburbs to the Ontario border to 

the north, eastern North Dakota and Northwestern Wisconsin. 

However, companies well outside of this geographic area are 

interested in the CN Duluth Intermodal Terminal as well.  

 

Our region is now directly connected to an efficient, flexible, 

high-capacity freight network that stretches across North 

America.  The CN Duluth Intermodal Terminal enables regional 

businesses to take advantage of: 

 Local, reliable access to international markets 

 Increased supply chain and operational efficiencies 

 Reduced overall supply chain costs & transit times 

 A reduction in trucking miles and congestion/idle time –  

Lessening the carbon footprint of transportation 

 Growth and expansion opportunities thanks to cost savings 

 

Along with the CN Duluth Intermodal ramp, Duluth Cargo Connect offers a wide array of services for intermodal 

network users, whether the commodity is bulk, bundled, crated, palletized, or in super sacks, including: 

 Container stuffing and de-stuffing, including crating, skidding, 

bundling, bulk loading, and overhead crane functionality 

 400,000+ ft² of indoor storage and over 40 acres of secure outdoor 

storage space to handle all types of warehousing & distribution needs 

 Overweight container handling for cost effective rail moves 

 A certified truck scale to ensure SOLAS VGM compliance 

 Customs & Border Protection processing facility on site 

 TRAC chassis pool on site for hire on intermodal moves 

 Foreign Trade Zone #51, including duty-free storage and staging  

 Tier II Warehouse Management Software for inventory control  

 Quality workforce recognized for their professionalism, cargo-handling expertise, attention to detail, and 

unwavering commitment to customer satisfaction across all industry sectors. 

Trust CN and Duluth Cargo Connect to help 

streamline your supply chain and save you money.  

Call us today! 
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